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Experimental SETUP

4 STS: thicknesses 2 mm for ToF 
measurements (Time Resolution 
~400-600 ps) and Deposited 
Energy measurements (dE) 

2 LYSO: 8 cm thick for Deposited 
Energy measurements (E)
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Thin Targets based on C,H and O elements: PMMA, Graphite and Plastic Scintillator

CNAO

The thin targets (1-2 mm) do 
not require, as a first 
approximation, the 

implementation of a correction 
for the fragments absorption 

inside the target.

The fragments production (Z=1) has been measured 
as a function of the kinetic energy for 4 angles; 

The Time of Flight in thin plastic scintillators and the 
energy deposit in the inorganic crystals has been 
used for PID and kinetic energy measurements;
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The 12 C fragmentation cross sections for a AZ X fragment are obtained as:
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and electronic response), whose sigma has been used as time
resolution: 590 ps and 430 ps for Arm1 and Arm2 respectively.
Therefore, energy resolution as a function of proton kinetic
energy ranges from 8% up to 29% (22%) for 90 degrees (60
degrees) (worsening with increasing energy) for both protons
and deuterons.

The kinetic energy has been therefore reconstructed in
variable size bins that have been chosen as a compromise
between the energy resolution and the available statistics in
each bin (in the final differential cross section evaluation).
Since the time resolution and the statistics of the two different
arms is different, the bin size has been chosen differently for
the two angular setups. An example of ToF distribution (Arm2,
graphite target, 352 MeV/u carbon ion beam) is shown in
Fig.5: the blue solid line is referred to protons while the dashed
green line is referred to deuterons.

Figure 5. The ToF distributions of protons (blue solid line) and deuterons
(green dashed line) shown in the top plot are converted in the kinetic energy
distributions shown in the bottom plot. Data refer to Arm2, graphite target
with C-ion beam at 352 MeV/u.

C. Efficiency Evaluation

The efficiency ✏Det(Ekin) and ✏Sel have been evaluated
using a dedicated Monte Carlo simulation developed with the
FLUKA code [10], [11].

1) Detection Efficiency: ✏Det is the convolution of detec-
tion, trigger and geometrical efficiencies. While the improve-
ment of the MC fragments production model is the scope
of those production cross section measurements, no nuclear
models has been used to calculate the detection efficiency:
✏Det has been calculated from the simulation of the protons
and deuterons transportation. An isotropic point source of

protons (deuterons) has been simulated in air, having a uniform
energy spectrum between 5 MeV (10 MeV) and 1 GeV

(2 GeV). Each detector of the experimental setup (both in
Arm1 and Arm2) has been simulated. The experimental energy
threshold for each detector (Ethr

STSa
= E

thr
STSb

= 5 MeV,
E

thr
LY SO = 24 MeV) has been considered as well as the

experimental timing coincidence window (150 ns) between the
STS detectors to perform the trigger of the simulated events
as in the experimental data. The efficiency ✏Det is computed
as a function of the fragment type (u = p, d) and of its kinetic
energy (Ek), calculated from the fragment ToF measured by
the STSs, and it is defined as:

✏
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where N
u
meas(Ek) is the number of fragments of type u in

the i-th Ek bin, traversing all the arm detectors (STSa, STSb

and LYSO), with a deposited energy in each detectors over
the corresponding detector energy threshold and triggered by
the simulation as in the experimental data acquisition. Nu

gen is
the number of fragments of type u generated in the i-th true
(at production) Ek bin. The fragment kinetic energy has been
calculated from the MC time of flight of the particles.

Figure 6. The ✏Det efficiencies as a function of the fragment kinetic energy
Ek for proton (blue) and deuteron (green) fragments are shown for Arm2
(60�). The Ek bins widths are the same as the ones used for experimental
data (see section II-B).

In Fig. 6, the ✏Det efficiency as a function of the fragment
measured kinetic energy Ek is reported for the case of protons
(blue) and deuterons (green) detected at 60�.

2) Selection Efficiency: The selection efficiency ✏Sel was
computed from a full MC simulation (12C ions at experimental
energies impinging on the adopted targets) by measuring the
probability that a fragment of type u is measured in the
region j (i, j = p, d for protons and deuterons, respectively)
of the (E � ToF ) plane and taking the diagonal values of
the resulting mixing matrix: ✏

ij
mix = Nij/Ni, where Nij is

the number of fragments i mis-identified as fragments j in
the region j normalised to the total number of fragments Ni

generated in the (E � ToF ) plane. The mixing matrix is
written as follows:
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The 12 C fragmentation cross sections for a AZ X fragment are obtained as:
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The 12 C fragmentation cross sections for a AZ X fragment are obtained as:

Solid angle and 
efficiencies

✏ = ✏MC · ✏Sel · ✏DT

Protons and deutons impinged 
on the experimental setup to 

calculate the geometrical 
acceptance and the 

trigger+detection efficiency 

Full simulation (C on 
Targets and fragments 
production). On the E 

(and dE) vs ToF 
distributions application 

of the PID selections 
tuned from data: 

evaluation of fragments 
(p, d) mis-identification.

Measurements of the DAQ 
dead time for each run (rate 

dependent)

Det



Protons and Deutons have been selected from all other particles exploiting 
deposited Energy vs ToF, dE vs E and dE vs ToF information.
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Particle Identification

The deposited energy in the LYSO crystal is shown as a 
function of the time of flight of the measured particles for 
data and MC-data. For the data and the MC, the deposited 
energy is in arbitrary units. The fragments identity is shown 
in order to confirm the described data selection strategy.

The use of MC allows to 
clearly identify the 

fragments and define our 
identification strategy.  

In the plot the separation 
lines that are applied on 

data to separate in mass the 
fragments are reported.
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Particle Identification

The deposited energy in the LYSO crystal is shown as a 
function of the time of flight of the measured particles for 
data and MC-data. For the data and the MC, the deposited 
energy is in arbitrary units. The fragments identity is shown 
in order to confirm the described data selection strategy.

The use of MC allows to 
clearly identify the 

fragments and define our 
identification strategy.  

In the plot the separation 
lines that are applied on 

data to separate in mass the 
fragments are reported.

 Pions appear only in the two most energetic carbon ion beam 
configurations at 281 and 353 MeV/u (the production threshold 
of π in nucleon-nucleon interaction is 290 MeV/u, while in a 

nucleus-nucleus interaction it fluctuates around this value).  Since 
the number of acquired pions is very low and is dramatically 
affected by statistical uncertainty, the cross section evaluation 
analysis has been performed only for protons and deuterons.

Protons and Deutons have been selected from all other particles exploiting 
deposit Energy vs ToF, dE vs E and dE vs ToF information.
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Particle Identification

The deposited energy in the LYSO crystal (in pC) is shown as 
a function of the time of flight of the measured particles. The 
populations of fragments at 60 degrees are selected applying 
3 sigma deviation from the central proton and deuteron 
distributions.

The central distribution is 
calculated by applying a peak-
finder analysis on the ToF 
distribution for slices of fixed 
deposited energy in the LYSO. 
Protons are therefore selected 
between the black and red 
lines, while deuterons are 
between the red and the green 
ones. 

60o
Protons and deuterons are 
reasonably abundant in all 
the specific data sets: about 

80%  and 15% of the 
fragments respectively at 60o.

Protons and Deutons have been selected from all other particles exploiting 
deposited Energy vs ToF, dE vs E and dE vs ToF information.
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Particle Identification

The deposited energy in the LYSO crystal (in pC) is shown as 
a function of the time of flight of the measured particles. The 
populations of fragments at 60 degrees are selected applying 
3 sigma deviation from the central proton and deuteron 
distributions.

The central distribution is 
calculated by applying a peak-
finder analysis on the ToF 
distribution for slices of fixed 
deposited energy in the LYSO. 
Protons are therefore selected 
between the black and red 
lines, while deuterons are 
between the red and the green 
ones. 

60o
Protons and deuterons are 
reasonably abundant in all 
the specific data sets: about 

80%  and 15% of the 
fragments respectively at 60o.

As expected at large angle, triton fragments are not statistically significant: less than 5% of the fragments at 60o.  

Protons and Deutons have been selected from all other particles exploiting 
deposited Energy vs ToF, dE vs E and dE vs ToF information.
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Particle Identification

Protons and Deutons have been selected from all other particles exploiting 
deposited Energy vs ToF, dE vs E and dE vs ToF information.

The energy loss in the STSb (in pC) is shown as a function of the 
time of flight of the measured particles. The populations of Z=1 and 
Z=2 at 60 degrees are clearly separated by the red line.

The helium fragments, 
as well as tritons, are 
not very abundant at 
such large angles (90º,
60º), thus do not 
represent a statistically 
significant sample 
(about 2% of the 
fragments are Z=2, at 
60o).  

No cross section 
analysis has been 
performed for Z>1 
fragments, however, 
they have been 
removed from the 
analysed data sample.

60o



The kinetic energy has been therefore reconstructed in variable size bins that have been chosen 
as a compromise between the energy resolution and the available statistics in each bin (in the 
final differential cross section evaluation). Since the time resolution and the statistics of the two 
different arms is different, the bin size has been chosen differently for the two angular setups.

Time of Flight distributions of protons (blue solid line) and deuterons (green dashed line) 
shown in the top plot are converted in the kinetic energy distributions shown in the bottom 
plot. Data refer to Arm2, graphite target with C-ion beam at 352 MeV/u:
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Kinetic Energy Spectra

60o

Time resolution evaluated from dedicated run: 
• 90º: 590 ps 
• 60º: 430 ps

Energy resolution as a function of proton 
kinetic energy ranges from 8% up to 29%  
(22%) for 90o (60o) (worsening with 
increasing energy) for both p and d.
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Figure 2. The deposited energy in the LYSO crystal is shown as a function
of the time of flight of the measured particles for data and MC-data. For the
data and the MC, the deposited energy is in arbitrary units. The fragments
identity is shown in order to confirm the described data selection strategy.

by applying a peak-finder analysis on the ToF distribution
for slices of fixed deposited energy in the LYSO. Protons
are therefore selected between the black and red lines, while
deuterons are between the red and the green ones. Protons
and deuterons are reasonably abundant in all the specific
data sets (about 80% and 15%of the fragments respectively
at 60

�). As expected at large angle, triton fragments are
not statistically significant (less than 5% of the fragments at
60

�). Pions appear only in the two most energetic carbon ion
beam configurations at 281 ans 353 MeV/u (the production
threshold of ⇡ in nucleon-nucleon interaction is 290 MeV/u,
while in a nucleus-nucleus interaction it fluctuates around
this value). Since the number of acquired pions is very low
and is dramatically affected by statistical uncertainty, the
cross section evaluation analysis has been performed only for
protons and deuterons.

Figure 3. The deposited energy in the LYSO crystal (in pC) is shown as a
function of the time of flight of the measured particles. The populations of
fragments at 60 degrees are selected applying ±3� deviation from the central
proton and deuteron distributions.

In order to separate the Helium fragments from the Z = 1

fragments, the energy loss in the STSa,b (uncalibrated energy
loss) has been exploited in combination with the ToF measure-
ments and the deposited energy in the LYSO (for redundancy).
In Fig. 4 the distribution of the charge released in the STSb as
a function of ToF is shown for the 60 degrees setup. The red
line separates the Z = 1 (under the line) and Z = 2 (above
the line) populations.

Figure 4. The energy loss in the STSb(in pC) is shown as a function of the
time of flight of the measured particles. The populations of Z = 1 and Z = 2
at 60 degrees are clearly separated by the red line.

The helium fragments, as well as tritons, are not very
abundant at such a large angle, thus do not represent a
statistically significant sample (about 2% of the fragments are
Z=2, at 60

�). No cross section analysis has been performed
for Z > 1 fragments, however, they have been removed from
the analised data sample.

The particle identification (PID) has been performed for
both Arm1 and Arm2 by applying the separation described for
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, thus combining the different variables infor-
mation. The separation curves have been optimised exploiting
the full statistics acquired for the two arms. The efficiency
of this PID methods has been evaluated as reported in next
section (section II-C2).

B. Kinetic Energy Measurement

After the PID analysis, for protons and deuterons the time
of flight of the particles have been converted in kinetic energy:

Ekin = mi · (� � 1);

with
�i = L/(ToFi · c)

with mi the mass of the fragment, L the distance between the
two STS, i = p, d and c the speed of light (� = (1.��

2
)
�1/2).

The time resolution is reflected in the energy resolution
that depends on the kinetic energy of the particle. The time
resolution has been measured in a dedicated run with the
STS detectors placed at a distance of 20 ± 5 mm. The time
difference distribution of the STSa and STSb is a Gaussian
centred in zero (after the correction for the different cables
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To evaluate                       : detector, angular, trigger, signal selection efficiency   
= > MC FLAT (no triggered MC: all events recorded):  
p, d sources with no target, 4π production

Efficiency evaluation:
The efficiency                          and                  have been evaluated using dedicated Monte 
Carlo simulations developed with the FLUKA code.

✏ = ✏MC · ✏Sel · ✏DTDet

✏Det(Ekin)
<latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit>

✏Sel
<latexit sha1_base64="8XOQN4ClhEn9z1xLVEMkYHhUNuI=">AAACA3icbZC7TsNAEEXX4RXCIwFKmhURElVkIyQoI2gogyAPKbGi9WYSVlnbq90xUmSl5CtooaJDtHwIBf/C2riAhKmO7p3RzNxASWHQdT+d0srq2vpGebOytb2zW63t7XdMnGgObR7LWPcCZkCKCNooUEJPaWBhIKEbTK8yv/sA2og4usOZAj9kk0iMBWdopWGtOgBlhLSY3oKc02Gt7jbcvOgyeAXUSVGtYe1rMIp5EkKEXDJj+p6r0E+ZRsElzCuDxIBifMom0LcYsRCMn+aHz+lxYhjGVIGmQtJchN8TKQuNmYWB7QwZ3ptFLxP/8/oJji/8VEQqQYh4tgiFhHyR4VrYRICOhAZEll0OVESUM80QQQvKOLdiYiOq2Dy8xe+XoXPa8CzfnNWbl0UyZXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwklCnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/aS05xcwB+VPOxze4xJe3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8XOQN4ClhEn9z1xLVEMkYHhUNuI=">AAACA3icbZC7TsNAEEXX4RXCIwFKmhURElVkIyQoI2gogyAPKbGi9WYSVlnbq90xUmSl5CtooaJDtHwIBf/C2riAhKmO7p3RzNxASWHQdT+d0srq2vpGebOytb2zW63t7XdMnGgObR7LWPcCZkCKCNooUEJPaWBhIKEbTK8yv/sA2og4usOZAj9kk0iMBWdopWGtOgBlhLSY3oKc02Gt7jbcvOgyeAXUSVGtYe1rMIp5EkKEXDJj+p6r0E+ZRsElzCuDxIBifMom0LcYsRCMn+aHz+lxYhjGVIGmQtJchN8TKQuNmYWB7QwZ3ptFLxP/8/oJji/8VEQqQYh4tgiFhHyR4VrYRICOhAZEll0OVESUM80QQQvKOLdiYiOq2Dy8xe+XoXPa8CzfnNWbl0UyZXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwklCnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/aS05xcwB+VPOxze4xJe3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8XOQN4ClhEn9z1xLVEMkYHhUNuI=">AAACA3icbZC7TsNAEEXX4RXCIwFKmhURElVkIyQoI2gogyAPKbGi9WYSVlnbq90xUmSl5CtooaJDtHwIBf/C2riAhKmO7p3RzNxASWHQdT+d0srq2vpGebOytb2zW63t7XdMnGgObR7LWPcCZkCKCNooUEJPaWBhIKEbTK8yv/sA2og4usOZAj9kk0iMBWdopWGtOgBlhLSY3oKc02Gt7jbcvOgyeAXUSVGtYe1rMIp5EkKEXDJj+p6r0E+ZRsElzCuDxIBifMom0LcYsRCMn+aHz+lxYhjGVIGmQtJchN8TKQuNmYWB7QwZ3ptFLxP/8/oJji/8VEQqQYh4tgiFhHyR4VrYRICOhAZEll0OVESUM80QQQvKOLdiYiOq2Dy8xe+XoXPa8CzfnNWbl0UyZXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwklCnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/aS05xcwB+VPOxze4xJe3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8XOQN4ClhEn9z1xLVEMkYHhUNuI=">AAACA3icbZC7TsNAEEXX4RXCIwFKmhURElVkIyQoI2gogyAPKbGi9WYSVlnbq90xUmSl5CtooaJDtHwIBf/C2riAhKmO7p3RzNxASWHQdT+d0srq2vpGebOytb2zW63t7XdMnGgObR7LWPcCZkCKCNooUEJPaWBhIKEbTK8yv/sA2og4usOZAj9kk0iMBWdopWGtOgBlhLSY3oKc02Gt7jbcvOgyeAXUSVGtYe1rMIp5EkKEXDJj+p6r0E+ZRsElzCuDxIBifMom0LcYsRCMn+aHz+lxYhjGVIGmQtJchN8TKQuNmYWB7QwZ3ptFLxP/8/oJji/8VEQqQYh4tgiFhHyR4VrYRICOhAZEll0OVESUM80QQQvKOLdiYiOq2Dy8xe+XoXPa8CzfnNWbl0UyZXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwklCnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/aS05xcwB+VPOxze4xJe3</latexit>

✏Det(Ekin)
<latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit>
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To evaluate                       : detector, angular, trigger, signal selection efficiency   
= > MC FLAT (no triggered MC: all events recorded):  
p, d sources with no target, 4π production

Efficiency evaluation:
The efficiency                          and                  have been evaluated using dedicated Monte 
Carlo simulations developed with the FLUKA code.

✏ = ✏MC · ✏Sel · ✏DTDet

✏Det(Ekin)
<latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit>

✏Sel
<latexit sha1_base64="8XOQN4ClhEn9z1xLVEMkYHhUNuI=">AAACA3icbZC7TsNAEEXX4RXCIwFKmhURElVkIyQoI2gogyAPKbGi9WYSVlnbq90xUmSl5CtooaJDtHwIBf/C2riAhKmO7p3RzNxASWHQdT+d0srq2vpGebOytb2zW63t7XdMnGgObR7LWPcCZkCKCNooUEJPaWBhIKEbTK8yv/sA2og4usOZAj9kk0iMBWdopWGtOgBlhLSY3oKc02Gt7jbcvOgyeAXUSVGtYe1rMIp5EkKEXDJj+p6r0E+ZRsElzCuDxIBifMom0LcYsRCMn+aHz+lxYhjGVIGmQtJchN8TKQuNmYWB7QwZ3ptFLxP/8/oJji/8VEQqQYh4tgiFhHyR4VrYRICOhAZEll0OVESUM80QQQvKOLdiYiOq2Dy8xe+XoXPa8CzfnNWbl0UyZXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwklCnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/aS05xcwB+VPOxze4xJe3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8XOQN4ClhEn9z1xLVEMkYHhUNuI=">AAACA3icbZC7TsNAEEXX4RXCIwFKmhURElVkIyQoI2gogyAPKbGi9WYSVlnbq90xUmSl5CtooaJDtHwIBf/C2riAhKmO7p3RzNxASWHQdT+d0srq2vpGebOytb2zW63t7XdMnGgObR7LWPcCZkCKCNooUEJPaWBhIKEbTK8yv/sA2og4usOZAj9kk0iMBWdopWGtOgBlhLSY3oKc02Gt7jbcvOgyeAXUSVGtYe1rMIp5EkKEXDJj+p6r0E+ZRsElzCuDxIBifMom0LcYsRCMn+aHz+lxYhjGVIGmQtJchN8TKQuNmYWB7QwZ3ptFLxP/8/oJji/8VEQqQYh4tgiFhHyR4VrYRICOhAZEll0OVESUM80QQQvKOLdiYiOq2Dy8xe+XoXPa8CzfnNWbl0UyZXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwklCnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/aS05xcwB+VPOxze4xJe3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8XOQN4ClhEn9z1xLVEMkYHhUNuI=">AAACA3icbZC7TsNAEEXX4RXCIwFKmhURElVkIyQoI2gogyAPKbGi9WYSVlnbq90xUmSl5CtooaJDtHwIBf/C2riAhKmO7p3RzNxASWHQdT+d0srq2vpGebOytb2zW63t7XdMnGgObR7LWPcCZkCKCNooUEJPaWBhIKEbTK8yv/sA2og4usOZAj9kk0iMBWdopWGtOgBlhLSY3oKc02Gt7jbcvOgyeAXUSVGtYe1rMIp5EkKEXDJj+p6r0E+ZRsElzCuDxIBifMom0LcYsRCMn+aHz+lxYhjGVIGmQtJchN8TKQuNmYWB7QwZ3ptFLxP/8/oJji/8VEQqQYh4tgiFhHyR4VrYRICOhAZEll0OVESUM80QQQvKOLdiYiOq2Dy8xe+XoXPa8CzfnNWbl0UyZXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwklCnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/aS05xcwB+VPOxze4xJe3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8XOQN4ClhEn9z1xLVEMkYHhUNuI=">AAACA3icbZC7TsNAEEXX4RXCIwFKmhURElVkIyQoI2gogyAPKbGi9WYSVlnbq90xUmSl5CtooaJDtHwIBf/C2riAhKmO7p3RzNxASWHQdT+d0srq2vpGebOytb2zW63t7XdMnGgObR7LWPcCZkCKCNooUEJPaWBhIKEbTK8yv/sA2og4usOZAj9kk0iMBWdopWGtOgBlhLSY3oKc02Gt7jbcvOgyeAXUSVGtYe1rMIp5EkKEXDJj+p6r0E+ZRsElzCuDxIBifMom0LcYsRCMn+aHz+lxYhjGVIGmQtJchN8TKQuNmYWB7QwZ3ptFLxP/8/oJji/8VEQqQYh4tgiFhHyR4VrYRICOhAZEll0OVESUM80QQQvKOLdiYiOq2Dy8xe+XoXPa8CzfnNWbl0UyZXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwklCnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/aS05xcwB+VPOxze4xJe3</latexit>

✏Det(Ekin)
<latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="57tnowYkC0P0yk2mxNQl98Uq9ig=">AAACDXicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrepK3AwWoW5KIoIuixdwWcFeoA1lMj2tQyeTMHMilBB8BJ/Cra7ciVufwYXvYhK70Naz+vj/czjn/F4ohUHb/rQKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmVnl7p2WCSHNo8kAGuuMxA1IoaKJACZ1QA/M9CW1vfJH57XvQRgTqFichuD4bKTEUnGEq9ct7PQiNkCnGl4AJrV7147FQyVGpX67YNTsvOg/OFCpkWo1++as3CHjkg0IumTFdxw7RjZlGwSUkpV5kIGR8zEbQTVExH4wb5y8k9DAyDAMagqZC0lyE3xMx842Z+F7a6TO8M7NeJv7ndSMcnrmxUGGEoHi2CIWEfJHhWqTZAB0IDYgsuxyoUJQzzRBBC8o4T8UoDSvLw5n9fh5axzUn5ZuTSv18mkyR7JMDUiUOOSV1ck0apEk4eSBP5Jm8WI/Wq/Vmvf+0FqzpzC75U9bHN3JEm00=</latexit>
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To evaluate          : p, d identification 
efficiency using the PID bands  
= > MC FULL (target, beam, etc..)

✏Sel
<latexit sha1_base64="8XOQN4ClhEn9z1xLVEMkYHhUNuI=">AAACA3icbZC7TsNAEEXX4RXCIwFKmhURElVkIyQoI2gogyAPKbGi9WYSVlnbq90xUmSl5CtooaJDtHwIBf/C2riAhKmO7p3RzNxASWHQdT+d0srq2vpGebOytb2zW63t7XdMnGgObR7LWPcCZkCKCNooUEJPaWBhIKEbTK8yv/sA2og4usOZAj9kk0iMBWdopWGtOgBlhLSY3oKc02Gt7jbcvOgyeAXUSVGtYe1rMIp5EkKEXDJj+p6r0E+ZRsElzCuDxIBifMom0LcYsRCMn+aHz+lxYhjGVIGmQtJchN8TKQuNmYWB7QwZ3ptFLxP/8/oJji/8VEQqQYh4tgiFhHyR4VrYRICOhAZEll0OVESUM80QQQvKOLdiYiOq2Dy8xe+XoXPa8CzfnNWbl0UyZXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwklCnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/aS05xcwB+VPOxze4xJe3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8XOQN4ClhEn9z1xLVEMkYHhUNuI=">AAACA3icbZC7TsNAEEXX4RXCIwFKmhURElVkIyQoI2gogyAPKbGi9WYSVlnbq90xUmSl5CtooaJDtHwIBf/C2riAhKmO7p3RzNxASWHQdT+d0srq2vpGebOytb2zW63t7XdMnGgObR7LWPcCZkCKCNooUEJPaWBhIKEbTK8yv/sA2og4usOZAj9kk0iMBWdopWGtOgBlhLSY3oKc02Gt7jbcvOgyeAXUSVGtYe1rMIp5EkKEXDJj+p6r0E+ZRsElzCuDxIBifMom0LcYsRCMn+aHz+lxYhjGVIGmQtJchN8TKQuNmYWB7QwZ3ptFLxP/8/oJji/8VEQqQYh4tgiFhHyR4VrYRICOhAZEll0OVESUM80QQQvKOLdiYiOq2Dy8xe+XoXPa8CzfnNWbl0UyZXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwklCnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/aS05xcwB+VPOxze4xJe3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8XOQN4ClhEn9z1xLVEMkYHhUNuI=">AAACA3icbZC7TsNAEEXX4RXCIwFKmhURElVkIyQoI2gogyAPKbGi9WYSVlnbq90xUmSl5CtooaJDtHwIBf/C2riAhKmO7p3RzNxASWHQdT+d0srq2vpGebOytb2zW63t7XdMnGgObR7LWPcCZkCKCNooUEJPaWBhIKEbTK8yv/sA2og4usOZAj9kk0iMBWdopWGtOgBlhLSY3oKc02Gt7jbcvOgyeAXUSVGtYe1rMIp5EkKEXDJj+p6r0E+ZRsElzCuDxIBifMom0LcYsRCMn+aHz+lxYhjGVIGmQtJchN8TKQuNmYWB7QwZ3ptFLxP/8/oJji/8VEQqQYh4tgiFhHyR4VrYRICOhAZEll0OVESUM80QQQvKOLdiYiOq2Dy8xe+XoXPa8CzfnNWbl0UyZXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwklCnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/aS05xcwB+VPOxze4xJe3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8XOQN4ClhEn9z1xLVEMkYHhUNuI=">AAACA3icbZC7TsNAEEXX4RXCIwFKmhURElVkIyQoI2gogyAPKbGi9WYSVlnbq90xUmSl5CtooaJDtHwIBf/C2riAhKmO7p3RzNxASWHQdT+d0srq2vpGebOytb2zW63t7XdMnGgObR7LWPcCZkCKCNooUEJPaWBhIKEbTK8yv/sA2og4usOZAj9kk0iMBWdopWGtOgBlhLSY3oKc02Gt7jbcvOgyeAXUSVGtYe1rMIp5EkKEXDJj+p6r0E+ZRsElzCuDxIBifMom0LcYsRCMn+aHz+lxYhjGVIGmQtJchN8TKQuNmYWB7QwZ3ptFLxP/8/oJji/8VEQqQYh4tgiFhHyR4VrYRICOhAZEll0OVESUM80QQQvKOLdiYiOq2Dy8xe+XoXPa8CzfnNWbl0UyZXJIjsgJ8cg5aZJr0iJtwklCnsgzeXEenVfnzXn/aS05xcwB+VPOxze4xJe3</latexit>
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Probability that a fragment of type u is 
measured by our detectors  ( u = p, d )

Simulation no trig of p (d) produced 4π with FLAT Ekin = [5 MeV - 1 GeV] (x2 if d)

✏uMC(Ekin)i =

✓
Nu

meas

Nu
gen

◆

i

5

and electronic response), whose sigma has been used as time
resolution: 590 ps and 430 ps for Arm1 and Arm2 respectively.
Therefore, energy resolution as a function of proton kinetic
energy ranges from 8% up to 29% (22%) for 90 degrees (60
degrees) (worsening with increasing energy) for both protons
and deuterons.

The kinetic energy has been therefore reconstructed in
variable size bins that have been chosen as a compromise
between the energy resolution and the available statistics in
each bin (in the final differential cross section evaluation).
Since the time resolution and the statistics of the two different
arms is different, the bin size has been chosen differently for
the two angular setups. An example of ToF distribution (Arm2,
graphite target, 352 MeV/u carbon ion beam) is shown in
Fig.5: the blue solid line is referred to protons while the dashed
green line is referred to deuterons.

Figure 5. The ToF distributions of protons (blue solid line) and deuterons
(green dashed line) shown in the top plot are converted in the kinetic energy
distributions shown in the bottom plot. Data refer to Arm2, graphite target
with C-ion beam at 352 MeV/u.

C. Efficiency Evaluation

The efficiency ✏Det(Ekin) and ✏Sel have been evaluated
using a dedicated Monte Carlo simulation developed with the
FLUKA code [10], [11].

1) Detection Efficiency: ✏Det is the convolution of detec-
tion, trigger and geometrical efficiencies. While the improve-
ment of the MC fragments production model is the scope
of those production cross section measurements, no nuclear
models has been used to calculate the detection efficiency:
✏Det has been calculated from the simulation of the protons
and deuterons transportation. An isotropic point source of

protons (deuterons) has been simulated in air, having a uniform
energy spectrum between 5 MeV (10 MeV) and 1 GeV

(2 GeV). Each detector of the experimental setup (both in
Arm1 and Arm2) has been simulated. The experimental energy
threshold for each detector (Ethr

STSa
= E

thr
STSb

= 5 MeV,
E

thr
LY SO = 24 MeV) has been considered as well as the

experimental timing coincidence window (150 ns) between the
STS detectors to perform the trigger of the simulated events
as in the experimental data. The efficiency ✏Det is computed
as a function of the fragment type (u = p, d) and of its kinetic
energy (Ek), calculated from the fragment ToF measured by
the STSs, and it is defined as:

✏
u
Det(Ek)i =

✓
N

u
meas(Ek)

Nu
gen

◆

i

(7)

where N
u
meas(Ek) is the number of fragments of type u in

the i-th Ek bin, traversing all the arm detectors (STSa, STSb

and LYSO), with a deposited energy in each detectors over
the corresponding detector energy threshold and triggered by
the simulation as in the experimental data acquisition. Nu

gen is
the number of fragments of type u generated in the i-th true
(at production) Ek bin. The fragment kinetic energy has been
calculated from the MC time of flight of the particles.

Figure 6. The ✏Det efficiencies as a function of the fragment kinetic energy
Ek for proton (blue) and deuteron (green) fragments are shown for Arm2
(60�). The Ek bins widths are the same as the ones used for experimental
data (see section II-B).

In Fig. 6, the ✏Det efficiency as a function of the fragment
measured kinetic energy Ek is reported for the case of protons
(blue) and deuterons (green) detected at 60�.

2) Selection Efficiency: The selection efficiency ✏Sel was
computed from a full MC simulation (12C ions at experimental
energies impinging on the adopted targets) by measuring the
probability that a fragment of type u is measured in the
region j (i, j = p, d for protons and deuterons, respectively)
of the (E � ToF ) plane and taking the diagonal values of
the resulting mixing matrix: ✏

ij
mix = Nij/Ni, where Nij is

the number of fragments i mis-identified as fragments j in
the region j normalised to the total number of fragments Ni

generated in the (E � ToF ) plane. The mixing matrix is
written as follows:

✓
✏
pp

✏
pd

✏
dp

✏
dd

◆
(8)

Det

60o
from submitted paper
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Probability that a fragment of type u is 
measured in the region v  ( u, v = p, d )

8491

Addendum

of secondary fragments in the z–y plane was modeled with a Gaussian function centered along 
the PMMA central axis with a 1 cm RMS width equal to the primary ion beam width. The 
primary ion beam range is 8.90 ± 0.03 cm, determined from a MC simulation (GEANT) (see 
Piersanti et al (2014)) and therefore the BP is expected to be at  ∼2.45 cm. The production 
along the PMMA axis (x axis) was continuous in the range xPMMA = [−10, 15] cm, larger than 
the PMMA dimensions (going from −6.45 cm to 13.55 cm) in order to fully account for the 
whole spatial distribution of the reconstructed tracks, while the kinetic energy distribution was 
continuous in the 10–250 (20–250) MeV range for the p  (d) samples.

The effi ciency matrix ϵ(xPMMA, EToF
kin ) for protons detected in the 90◦ (60◦) angular configu-

ration is shown in figure 9 left (right) and is computed as the MC detected EToF
kin  versus xPMMA 

distribution of the simulated protons normalized to the number of secondary protons produced 
in each bin.

Given the energy loss of secondary fragments inside the PMMA, in order to take into 
account and correct for range boundary effects in the Φch evaluation, the efficiency val-
ues in the edge bins in energy (10–20 MeV and 220–230 MeV) were extrapolated to the 
lower and higher energy values. Few charged secondary tracks are reconstructed outside 
the PMMA region due to the multiple scattering effect and reconstruction algorithm errors. 
Therefore, to correct for xPMMA range boundary effects on Φch, the efficiency values in the 
edge bins (−7.0−− 6.5 cm and 13.5–14.0 cm) were extrapolated to the lower and higher 
xPMMA values.

The selection efficiency ϵch
sel was computed from a full MC simulation by measuring the 

probability that a fragment of type u could be measured in the region v (u, v = p, d  for protons 
and deuterons respectively) and taking the diagonal values of the resulting mixing matrix: 
ϵuv

mix = Nuv/Nu. Nuv is the number of fragments u measured in the region v normalized to the 
total number of fragments Nu in the (ELYSO–ToF) plane.

εmix =

(
ε pp ε pd

εdp εdd

)
. (2)

The u and v regions are defined as previously described in section  2. The mixing matrix 
defined in equation (2) is used to estimate the selection efficiency (diagonal elements) and to 
correct the yield estimate for the wrong PID assignment (cross feed of different PID hypoth-
esis) whenever the off diagonal elements are statistically different from zero. The matrix has 
been computed both for the 90◦ and 60◦ angular configurations:

Figure 9. Protons effi ciency matrix ϵ(xPMMA, EToF
kin ) for the 90◦ (left) and 60◦ (right) 

angular configurations.

Phys. Med. Biol. 62 (2017) 8483

FULL simulation of 12C ion beam impinging over a PMMA target.

6

The definition of the i and j regions is given in section II-A.
The mixing matrix diagonal elements define the protons and
deuterons selection efficiency (✏Sel) while the off-diagonal
elements statistically different from zero are used in order to
correct the estimate of NA

ZX (see Eq. 1) for the wrong fragment
identification assignment.

The mixing matrix has been computed for the two detection
angle configurations. As expected, the results, listed in Tab. III,
show a low dependency on the beam kinetic energy.

Table III
PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION EFFICIENCIES FOR BOTH 90� AND 60� ARMS.

EC
kin ✏pp ✏dd ✏dp ✏pd

[MeV/u] [%] [%] [%] [10�4]
90o

115 97.9 ± 0.1 99.2 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2 0.0 ± 0.5
153 97.9 ± 0.1 98.9 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 1.2
221 97.4 ± 0.1 98.4 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.3
281 97.0 ± 0.1 98.3 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.2
353 96.9 ± 0.1 98.5 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.4
60o

115 97.6 ± 0.1 97.5 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.4
153 97.6 ± 0.1 97.4 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.3
221 96.9 ± 0.0 96.8 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.3
281 96.4 ± 0.0 96.1 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.4
353 95.8 ± 0.0 96.6 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.3

While the diagonal elements impact directly in the differen-
tial cross section measurements (presented in section III-A),
the off-diagonal elements have been used only to evaluate sys-
tematic corrections in the differential cross sections presented
in section III-B.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 7 the production spectra of protons in the PMMA,
Graphite and Plastic Scintillator thin targets are shown. The
spectra obtained for the five studied beam energies are su-
perimposed. It can be noticed that, as expected, increasing
the beam energy the kinetic energy of fragments increases as
well. The spectra are given in units of barn sr�1

MeV
�1 per

carbon ion. Fragment fluxes take into account detection and
geometrical efficiencies and are corrected for the dead time
(all the efficiencies are defined in section II-C).

The spectra are shown with bins of variable size, as ex-
plained in section II-B. As expected, the most abundant proton
flux (60 degrees) is produced in the PMMA target (because of
the heavier elemental composition), about 10�2 � 10

�3 barn
sr�1

MeV
�1 in the range [20� 200] MeV and 10

�3 � 10
�4

barn sr�1
MeV

�1 for energies higher than 200 MeV. Mea-
surements with both Graphite and Plastic Scintillator targets
show lower fluxes, of about an order of magnitude less with
respect to the ones obtained with the PMMA target. Similar
results, an order of magnitude lower in statistics, are obtained
for the 90 degrees configuration. The y-axis error bars reflect
the statistical error for both the measured protons and the
primary carbon ions. The x-axis error bars refer to the ToF
resolution propagation. The same analysis has been performed
for deuterons fragments.

Figure 7. The spectra of protons produced in PMMA (top), Graphite (Middle)
and Plastic Scintillator (bottom) are shown for different carbon ion beam
energies (nuance of colour). The data refer to the 60 degrees configuration
(Arm2).

A. Differential Cross Section as a Function of Fragment

Kinetic Energy

The differential cross section for protons and deuterons
as a function of their kinetic energy has been obtained for
each element, C, O and H, combining the information of the
different targets (section II).

Figure 8. The differential cross section of protons produced in Graphite (G,
Gray), Oxygen (O, Magenta) and Hydrogen (H, Orange) as a function of
fragment kinetic energy is reported. The data refer to the 60 degrees arm and
are relative to a carbon ion beam at 353 MeV/u.

Fig. 8 shows, as an example, the proton cross section
at 60 degrees (carbon ion kinetic energy 353 MeV/u) for
the Carbon (C, Gray), Oxygen (O, Magenta) and Hydrogen
(H, Orange). The hydrogen contribution is, as expected,
an order of magnitude lower than for carbon and oxygen:
�C ⇠ �O ⇠ 10

�3 and �H ⇠ 10
�4 barn sr�1

MeV
�1 (at

100 MeV). The low statistics available for the H reconstructed
data is reflected in much larger error bars (y axis) with respect

The deuterons contribution to the XSecp 
has been subtracted and viceversa: 

 XSecp_final = XSecp - (epsdp/epspp) * XSecd

✏Sel

✏uvmix =
Nuv

Nu
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Ekin Spectra (Data - FLUKA) Protons :: 90 - 60 :: PMMA

115 MeV/u

151 MeV/u

221 MeV/u

280 MeV/u

352 MeV/u
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Protons :: 90 - 60 :: Grafite

115 MeV/u

151 MeV/u

221 MeV/u

280 MeV/u

352 MeV/u

Ekin Spectra (Data - FLUKA)
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Protons :: 90 - 60 :: Scint

115 MeV/u

151 MeV/u

221 MeV/u

280 MeV/u

352 MeV/u

Ekin Spectra (Data - FLUKA)
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PMMA, Graphite and Plastic scintillator. All efficiencies included.

Cross section on TARGET
6

The definition of the i and j regions is given in section II-A.
The mixing matrix diagonal elements define the protons and
deuterons selection efficiency (✏Sel) while the off-diagonal
elements statistically different from zero are used in order to
correct the estimate of NA

ZX (see Eq. 1) for the wrong fragment
identification assignment.

The mixing matrix has been computed for the two detection
angle configurations. As expected, the results, listed in Tab. III,
show a low dependency on the beam kinetic energy.

Table III
PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION EFFICIENCIES FOR BOTH 90� AND 60� ARMS.

EC
kin ✏pp ✏dd ✏dp ✏pd

[MeV/u] [%] [%] [%] [10�4]
90o

115 97.9 ± 0.1 99.2 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2 0.0 ± 0.5
153 97.9 ± 0.1 98.9 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 1.2
221 97.4 ± 0.1 98.4 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.3
281 97.0 ± 0.1 98.3 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.2
353 96.9 ± 0.1 98.5 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.4
60o

115 97.6 ± 0.1 97.5 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.4
153 97.6 ± 0.1 97.4 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.3
221 96.9 ± 0.0 96.8 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.3
281 96.4 ± 0.0 96.1 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.4
353 95.8 ± 0.0 96.6 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.3

While the diagonal elements impact directly in the differen-
tial cross section measurements (presented in section III-A),
the off-diagonal elements have been used only to evaluate sys-
tematic corrections in the differential cross sections presented
in section III-B.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 7 the production spectra of protons in the PMMA,
Graphite and Plastic Scintillator thin targets are shown. The
spectra obtained for the five studied beam energies are su-
perimposed. It can be noticed that, as expected, increasing
the beam energy the kinetic energy of fragments increases as
well. The spectra are given in units of barn sr�1

MeV
�1 per

carbon ion. Fragment fluxes take into account detection and
geometrical efficiencies and are corrected for the dead time
(all the efficiencies are defined in section II-C).

The spectra are shown with bins of variable size, as ex-
plained in section II-B. As expected, the most abundant proton
flux (60 degrees) is produced in the PMMA target (because of
the heavier elemental composition), about 10�2 � 10

�3 barn
sr�1

MeV
�1 in the range [20� 200] MeV and 10

�3 � 10
�4

barn sr�1
MeV

�1 for energies higher than 200 MeV. Mea-
surements with both Graphite and Plastic Scintillator targets
show lower fluxes, of about an order of magnitude less with
respect to the ones obtained with the PMMA target. Similar
results, an order of magnitude lower in statistics, are obtained
for the 90 degrees configuration. The y-axis error bars reflect
the statistical error for both the measured protons and the
primary carbon ions. The x-axis error bars refer to the ToF
resolution propagation. The same analysis has been performed
for deuterons fragments.

Figure 7. The spectra of protons produced in PMMA (top), Graphite (Middle)
and Plastic Scintillator (bottom) are shown for different carbon ion beam
energies (nuance of colour). The data refer to the 60 degrees configuration
(Arm2).

A. Differential Cross Section as a Function of Fragment

Kinetic Energy

The differential cross section for protons and deuterons
as a function of their kinetic energy has been obtained for
each element, C, O and H, combining the information of the
different targets (section II).

Figure 8. The differential cross section of protons produced in Graphite (G,
Gray), Oxygen (O, Magenta) and Hydrogen (H, Orange) as a function of
fragment kinetic energy is reported. The data refer to the 60 degrees arm and
are relative to a carbon ion beam at 353 MeV/u.

Fig. 8 shows, as an example, the proton cross section
at 60 degrees (carbon ion kinetic energy 353 MeV/u) for
the Carbon (C, Gray), Oxygen (O, Magenta) and Hydrogen
(H, Orange). The hydrogen contribution is, as expected,
an order of magnitude lower than for carbon and oxygen:
�C ⇠ �O ⇠ 10

�3 and �H ⇠ 10
�4 barn sr�1

MeV
�1 (at

100 MeV). The low statistics available for the H reconstructed
data is reflected in much larger error bars (y axis) with respect

• Graphite = C

*Only statistical 
uncertainties

• EJ-212 = CbHa

• PMMA = C5O2H8

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
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• PMMA = C5O2H8

• Graphite = C

• EJ-212 = CbHa

XSec: From the combination of the different targets (subtraction of C from C2H4 and 
of C and H from C5O2H8) we obtain the C, O, H proton production cross-sections as a 
function of the kinetic energy, at 90o and 60o.

6

The definition of the i and j regions is given in section II-A.
The mixing matrix diagonal elements define the protons and
deuterons selection efficiency (✏Sel) while the off-diagonal
elements statistically different from zero are used in order to
correct the estimate of NA

ZX (see Eq. 1) for the wrong fragment
identification assignment.

The mixing matrix has been computed for the two detection
angle configurations. As expected, the results, listed in Tab. III,
show a low dependency on the beam kinetic energy.

Table III
PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION EFFICIENCIES FOR BOTH 90� AND 60� ARMS.

EC
kin ✏pp ✏dd ✏dp ✏pd

[MeV/u] [%] [%] [%] [10�4]
90o

115 97.9 ± 0.1 99.2 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2 0.0 ± 0.5
153 97.9 ± 0.1 98.9 ± 0.2 0.5 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 1.2
221 97.4 ± 0.1 98.4 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.3
281 97.0 ± 0.1 98.3 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.1 0.0 ± 0.2
353 96.9 ± 0.1 98.5 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.4
60o

115 97.6 ± 0.1 97.5 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.4
153 97.6 ± 0.1 97.4 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.3
221 96.9 ± 0.0 96.8 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.3
281 96.4 ± 0.0 96.1 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.4
353 95.8 ± 0.0 96.6 ± 0.2 2.0 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.3

While the diagonal elements impact directly in the differen-
tial cross section measurements (presented in section III-A),
the off-diagonal elements have been used only to evaluate sys-
tematic corrections in the differential cross sections presented
in section III-B.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 7 the production spectra of protons in the PMMA,
Graphite and Plastic Scintillator thin targets are shown. The
spectra obtained for the five studied beam energies are su-
perimposed. It can be noticed that, as expected, increasing
the beam energy the kinetic energy of fragments increases as
well. The spectra are given in units of barn sr�1

MeV
�1 per

carbon ion. Fragment fluxes take into account detection and
geometrical efficiencies and are corrected for the dead time
(all the efficiencies are defined in section II-C).

The spectra are shown with bins of variable size, as ex-
plained in section II-B. As expected, the most abundant proton
flux (60 degrees) is produced in the PMMA target (because of
the heavier elemental composition), about 10�2 � 10

�3 barn
sr�1

MeV
�1 in the range [20� 200] MeV and 10

�3 � 10
�4

barn sr�1
MeV

�1 for energies higher than 200 MeV. Mea-
surements with both Graphite and Plastic Scintillator targets
show lower fluxes, of about an order of magnitude less with
respect to the ones obtained with the PMMA target. Similar
results, an order of magnitude lower in statistics, are obtained
for the 90 degrees configuration. The y-axis error bars reflect
the statistical error for both the measured protons and the
primary carbon ions. The x-axis error bars refer to the ToF
resolution propagation. The same analysis has been performed
for deuterons fragments.

Figure 7. The spectra of protons produced in PMMA (top), Graphite (Middle)
and Plastic Scintillator (bottom) are shown for different carbon ion beam
energies (nuance of colour). The data refer to the 60 degrees configuration
(Arm2).

A. Differential Cross Section as a Function of Fragment

Kinetic Energy

The differential cross section for protons and deuterons
as a function of their kinetic energy has been obtained for
each element, C, O and H, combining the information of the
different targets (section II).

Figure 8. The differential cross section of protons produced in Graphite (G,
Gray), Oxygen (O, Magenta) and Hydrogen (H, Orange) as a function of
fragment kinetic energy is reported. The data refer to the 60 degrees arm and
are relative to a carbon ion beam at 353 MeV/u.

Fig. 8 shows, as an example, the proton cross section
at 60 degrees (carbon ion kinetic energy 353 MeV/u) for
the Carbon (C, Gray), Oxygen (O, Magenta) and Hydrogen
(H, Orange). The hydrogen contribution is, as expected,
an order of magnitude lower than for carbon and oxygen:
�C ⇠ �O ⇠ 10

�3 and �H ⇠ 10
�4 barn sr�1

MeV
�1 (at

100 MeV). The low statistics available for the H reconstructed
data is reflected in much larger error bars (y axis) with respect

from submitted paper

60o - 353 MeV/u 12C

d�C

dEk
=

d�Graphite

dEk
(1)

d�H

dEk
=

1

0.524
· [d�

PS

dEk
� 0.476 · d�C

dEk
] (2)

d�O

dEk
=

1

2
· [d�

PMMA

dEk
� 8 · d�H

dEk
� 5 · d�C

dEk
] (3)
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*Only 
statistical 

uncertainties

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
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GANIL 43o, C@95 MeV/u 
CNAO*/FLUKA 60o, C@115MeV/u

Comparison with GANIL & FLUKA

C-C C-O

*Only statistical uncertainties



 22*Only statistical uncertainties

C on PMMA!

Comparison with FLUKA
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7

to C and O. The bin per bin differential cross sections are
reported for each target, setup and beam energy in appendix
A for both protons and deuterons. The horizontal error bars of
Fig. 8 are only representative of the chosen bin size, however
in appendix (A) the energy resolution for each central bin
value is reported.

Although energy range and detection angles are different
it is interesting to perform a comparison with GANIL 3 data
(ex. [5]–[7]). In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 we show the comparison
of our d�p/dE at 115 MeV/u and 60

� with GANIL data
at 95 MeV/u and 43

�, for C and O elements respectively.
It has to be noticed how the shapes of the distributions are
very similar and, as expected, the differential cross sections
decrease for decreasing angle.

Figure 9. The differential cross section of protons produced in carbon as a
function of fragment kinetic energy is reported in grey triangles for this study
(CNAO) and in red dots for the GANIL ones. CNAO data refers to the 60�

and are relative to a carbon ion beam at 115 MeV/u while the GANIL data
refers to 43� and are relative to a carbon ion beam at 95 MeV/u.

For both CNAO and GANIL data the horizontal error
bars represent the energy resolution achievable at the specific
energy bin, propagating the ToF resolution, as explained in
II-B.

B. Cross Section as a Function of Beam Energy

The fragments integrated cross sections in the range of
[20� 600] MeV (only in the range [25� 350] MeV different
from zero) have been calculated for both protons and deuterons
at 90 and 60 degrees. Fig.s 11 and 12 show the protons
and deuterons production cross section at 90 ans 60 degrees
respectively.

The Carbon (C, Gray), Oxygen (O, Magenta) cross sections
are, as expected, an order of magnitude higher than the Hydro-
gen (H, Orange) ones. The data are corrected for the mixing
efficiency described in Sec. II-C2, that takes into account
the probability of mis-identifying a proton as a deuterons
and vice versa. In Tables IV and V the measured cross

3http://hadrontherapy-data.in2p3.fr/index.php/e600/e600-angular-
distribution

Figure 10. The differential cross section of protons produced in carbon as a
function of fragment kinetic energy is reported in magenta triangles for this
study (CNAO) and in purple dots for GANIL ones. CNAO data refers to the
60� and are relative to a carbon ion beam at 115 MeV/u while the GANIL
data refers to 43� and are relative to a carbon ion beam at 95 MeV/u.

Figure 11. The cross sections integrated in the [20�600 MeV] energy range
for protons (Top) and deuterons (Bottom) produced in Carbon (C, Gray),
Oxygen (O, Magenta) and Hydrogen (H, Orange) are shown as a function of
beam kinetic energy. The data refer to the 90 degrees arm. A 5 MeV shift
has been applied for Oxygen data in order to ease the error bars separation.

section for protons and deuterons respectively is reported.
The uncertainties reported in the Tables is the squared sum
of the statistical and systematic contributions. As expected at
60

� protons and deuterons are an order of magnitude more
abundant with respect to the 90

� configuration.
The total measurement uncertainty for protons at 90 degrees

is of about 6% for carbon, about 20% for hydrogen and
about 25% for oxygen element. Notice that the oxygen cross
section uncertainty is larger because both carbon and hydrogen
uncertainties are affecting the measurements, while the errors
propagate into the subtraction method. While the statistical

90º

from submitted paper
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60º
8

Figure 12. The cross sections integrated in the [20�600 MeV] energy range
for protons (Top) and deuterons (Bottom) produced in Carbon (C, Gray),
Oxygen (O, Magenta) and Hydrogen (H, Orange) are shown as a function of
beam kinetic energy. The data refer to the 60 degrees arm. A 5 MeV shift
has been applied for Oxygen data in order to ease the error bars separation.

Table IV
INTEGRATED PROTON PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS IN THE

[20� 600 MeV] ENERGY RANGE MEASURED AT DIFFERENT BEAM
ENERGIES AND AT DIFFERENT ANGLES.

E12C �p
C �p

O �p
H

[MeV/u] [barn /sr] [barn /sr] [barn /sr]
90o · 10�3 · 10�3 · 10�5

115 13.70 ± 0.83 19.27 ± 5.78 6.93 ± 1.61
153 19.13 ± 1.23 29.81 ± 7.94 1.25 ± 0.03
222 28.54 ± 1.55 41.40 ± 9.87 0.65 ± 0.14
281 35.94 ± 2.12 52.07 ± 11.33 4.11 ± 0.06
353 42.50 ± 2.67 68.53 ± 13.00 -
60o · 10�2 · 10�2 · 10�2

115 8.45 ± 0.84 12.90 ± 2.51 0.42 ± 0.46
153 11.47 ± 1.44 16.36 ± 3.68 0.62 ± 0.34
222 16.19 ± 2.80 24.79 ± 7.20 1.06 ± 0.73
281 19.21 ± 3.92 29.71 ± 9.91 1.28 ± 3.66
353 21.86 ± 5.08 34.54 ± 13.22 1.24 ± 2.64

errors dominate, or at least are of the same order of magnitude
as the systematic error, the uncertainty decreases with the
beam energy, while the statistics increases. On the other hand,
for the 60 degrees measurements, the systematic errors are
larger as the particle identification is more challenging: the
increase of the fragments flux impacts on the off-diagonal
mixing matrix (Eq. 8). For Arm2, the measurement on carbon
ion uncertainty is about 15% (⇠ 4% statistics) for the carbon
target, about 100% for the hydrogen and about 25% (⇠ 12%

statistics) for the oxygen element. In both angular setups the
cross sections for hydrogen result to be very small and in many
cases compatible with zero. This is expected as the compar-
ison with literature data gives a production cross section in
hydrogen two order of magnitude lower than in carbon and
oxygen elements. The main limitation is the statistics required
by the subtraction method: the statistical sample relative to

Table V
INTEGRATED DEUTERON PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS IN THE

[20� 600 MeV] ENERGY RANGE MEASURED AT DIFFERENT BEAM
ENERGIES AND AT DIFFERENT ANGLES.

E12C �d
C �d

O �d
H

[MeV/u] [barn /sr] [barn /sr] [barn /sr]
90o · 10�3 · 10�3 · 10�5

115 1.86 ± 0.20 2.52 ± 0.87 0.01 ± 0.03
153 2.83 ± 0.28 3.65 ± 2.15 2.61 ± 0.47
222 4.67 ± 0.44 6.09 ± 2.85 0.67 ± 0.02
281 6.07 ± 0.59 8.41 ± 2.76 1.89 ± 0.05
353 7.06 ± 0.65 11.57 ± 5.03 0.79 ± 0.17
60o · 10�2 · 10�2 · 10�5

115 2.00 ± 0.24 2.78 ± 2.67 0.37 ± 0.01
153 2.77 ± 0.33 4.19 ± 2.25 2.42 ± 0.03
222 3.82 ± 0.46 5.71 ± 7.90 27.36 ± 22.23
281 4.42 ± 0.51 6.79 ± 7.86 9.64 ± 0.35
353 4.67 ± 0.55 7.56 ± 2.36 3.66 ± 0.21

fragmentations in plastic scintillator target is of the same order
of magnitude of the graphite (and PMMA) ones, while in order
to obtain hydrogen data from �(CbHa)� �(C) a larger data
sample would be preferable.

CONCLUSION

In this paper the fragmentations produced at large angles
(i.e. 90 and 60 degrees) in the carbon ion interactions with C,
O and H targets have been studied. The proton and deuteron
differential production cross sections for five beam energies
and in two different angular setups have been measured. The
results have been qualitatively compared with the GANIL data
in order to cross-check the measurements robustness.

The values of d�
i
X/dE (i = p, d) for X = C, O and

H are reported in Tables VI-X for protons and XI-XV for
deuterons. The hydrogen contribution is, as expected, an order
of magnitude lower than for carbon and oxygen. This data
at 90 and 60 degrees can be of great interest for the MC
community to benchmark the hadronic interaction models at
large angle.
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All the differential and total cross sections (for p and d) are tabulated on 
the submitted paper (all beam energies, all targets, 90º and 60º, with 
stat+sys error); 

Since the XS_H is at least 2 order of magnitude smaller than XS_C, in 
order to obtain Hydrogen xsec from “CH - C” target (subtraction method), 
a large statistics of the CH target data is needed (wrt the C target): in our 
case the H errors (mainly from statistics) are of ~100%!; 

For the Oxygen xsec, in order to avoid the perpetuation of the XS_H error, 
a good option would be the use of Al and AlO2 targets (in subtraction) as 
GANIL group did; 

A better energy resolution (faster ToF detectors, longer particles path, 
different “calorimeter”) would allow to perform more precise 
measurements, at least for higher energy particles.


